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               JULY NEWS LETTER 
HOME & DRY ALKAGRAIN 

 
The winter barley harvest is well underway and grain quality looks excellent 
Converting a high starch cereal into a ready to use feed has never been easier. 
By adding 30 kg of Home & Dry to any grain source you achieve the following: 
*Increase the protein level of the grain by 4.5% so it can be fed to a wider range of livestock. 
*Increase the PH from3.5% to 8% allowing it to be fed at higher rates and suitable for ad-lib 
*Wider harvest window than many grain treatments 
*Processing the grain at full maturity allowing all sugars converted to starch 
*No drying or cleaning costs, grain taken direct from the combine 
*No grain mites, wastage at feed out or vermin. 
*We have a large number of grain sellers and buyers interested and if you require assistance contact 
us 
 
Sean/Hugh: Cork/Kerry 0871272334, 0868200281 
Daragh Parlon 0857845008 (Offaly, Laois, Tipperary) 
Gearoid Maher: 087257687 (Limerick North Cork) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GLYPHOS SUPREME 

New formulation glyphosate for total grass land desiccation 
Advantages include: 
* includes a unique adjuvant increasing the uptake of glyphosate enhancing the kill 
*quicker turn around i.e. 5 days in heavy swards, 6hours in the case of stubble ground 
*Lower dose rate as the concentration is higher 
*Rain fast in 30 minutes 
*Excellent product choice for pre harvest desiccation 

  

 



 

HYBRID GRASSSEED 

Now in its third season hybrid combines the high vigour of Italian and the palatability of 
perennial  
Ideal for: 
*3 cut system with autumn grazing. 
*Off farm paddocks or rented land. 
*Similar cost to conventional grass seed. 
 
 

HYBRID KALE/RAPE 

Again combining the best characteristics from both crops allowing for a later setting date 
than Kale 
* Can be sat in August 
* Ideal soil PH 6-7 
*Depending on soil index up to 4 bags of 18-6-12 
* Usually no herbicide but Butisan S can be used pre emergence where problems are 
expected 
* Pigeons are partial to young rape 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DON’T FORGET TO VISIT OUR WEBSITE! 

www.thefarmstore.ie 

Follow us on twitter: @bandonfarmstore 

TEL:  023-8841911 

EMAIL: stores@thefarmstore.ie 

  

http://www.thefarmstore.ie/

